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Experienced Managing Director including Dyson Farming 
(Beeswax), the largest owner and operator of land in the UK, with 
AUM in excess of £500m.

FruitCast Team
Richard Williamson — Chief Executive Officer

Full-stack software engineer with over seven years of experience 
in designing, building and maintaining large-scale enterprise 
software solutions. 

Peter Lightbody — Lead Software Engineer

Chartered Certified Accountant with a passion for the agri-food 
industry. PwC’s Agricultural Business Alumni offering financial 
consultancy, audit services and advice to start-ups for 20 years.

Linda Brownlie — Chief Finance Officer
Chartered Surveyor and RICS Registered Valuer. Has provided critical 
support in farming, renewable energy, property, estate and 
professional service sectors. Developed business case and oversaw 
construction of 15 acres of glasshouses for Dyson Farming entry into 
soft-fruit market.

Expertise in computer vision, machine learning and soft fruit robotics, 
applied to soft-fruit during PhD. Raymond's vision systems have 
achieved class-leading results in Ag-Tech domains.

Professor of Agri-Food Technologies, Director of “world leading” (BEIS 
Innovation Strategy 2021) Lincoln Agri Robotics. Prior to academia, 15 
years industrial crop forecasting experience, including seven years with 
M&S and 8 years in crop production.

Raymond Kirk — Chief Technical Officer

Simon Pearson — Research Director

Ben Wills — Project Manager



The Problem

“The existing yield forecasting system, which relies on growers, is extremely

inaccurate across the industry, and it requires substantial improvement.

Forecasting is crucial to the reduction of physical and financial waste and is

singularly the largest challenge the industry currently faces”

— Quote UK Berry Co-Op.



The Current Forecasting Challenge

Manual Forecasts
Majority of forecasting is done manually 

based on flower counts and historical data

Inaccurate & Inconsistent
Current methods are not producing 

reliable and accurate forecasts

Difficult Logistics
At any one time, 50% of growers can be 

>25% inaccurate (Leading UK Grower 

Cooperative)

Availability
No commercially available, reliable, real-

time estimation of fruit number, ripeness, 

weight or yield.

No Certainty
Local weather conditions, variation, 

uncertainty and fluctuations are not 

considered for landscape methods based 

on historical averages.

Current Performance
Crop response is not taken into 

consideration when forecasting yield on a 

scale necessary to generalise to each crop.



Certainty of forecasts. Market 
opportunity to provide reliable and 
timely yield forecasts, reinforcing 

decisions with data.

Data Driven DecisionsGame Changing Forecasts

Grower-friendly forecasts with AI 
integration of berry counts, fruit 

weight estimation and 
meteorological data with 

forecasting models.

Plug and Play

A solution applied on soft fruits 
but scalable to any crop.

Introducing FruitCast Limited



AI Crop Scanning ⇔Better Yields

FruitCast: AI Crop Scanning Estimating the Crop Load (Flower and Berry Count), Maturity State, Mass and Size 



For Growers

Per plant GPS registered analytic map including yield, 
labour, crop maturity, and rates of development.

Short (1-3 week) and long (6 week) forecasts. Updated daily 
with prediction uncertainty.

AI crop scanning, handheld or autonomously.

FruitCast dashboard for yield management and 
visualization of digitised farms.

Critical decision support for better: labour, yield, sales, 
cost, environment, and waste management on-farm.

A private cloud-based yield management solution.

Product Offering

FruitCast: BBC Countryfile Counting 2021 October Harvest Special

AI Crop Scanning



How It Works

1

AI Scanning Yield Forecasts Anywhere Optimisation

2 3

Visualise crop scans in our dashboard. 

Yield forecasts with uncertainty, maps of 

weight, maturity, weather and more.

Have confidence in decisions.

Our AI systems estimate maturity stage 

and weight of your crop from only camera 

data. Handheld or mountable on a robot.

Your virtual agronomist.

Market based on forecasts, schedule 

labour based on demand and manage 

each crop based on performance.

Save time and money.



Traction

2017

PhD Funding Awarded

University of Lincoln funded 
PhD for Strawberry imaging 
research awarded to Raymond 
Kirk

2019

BBC Countryfile 
Showcase

Initial prototype of Strawberry 
counting system demonstrated 
to 6M weekly viewers of BBC 
countryfile.

2021

FruitCast LTD

Spin-out from UoL and CERES 
to support the development of 
handheld AI scanners and six 
week uncertainty forecasts.

2019

Unified Counting System 
Prototype

Unified counting system from 
PhD research for detecting, 
estimating maturity and 
counting soft-fruits first 
deployed.

Commercialisation Funding 

Ceres Agritech Knowledge 
Exchange Partnership funding 
awarded for commercialising 
PhD research

2020

BBC Countryfile 
Showcase

Post-PhD prototype of 
Strawberry counting system 
tested against two industry 
pickers (combined 20 years 
experience) to validate count 
accuracy 17.5% compared to 
our results at 2.1% error over 
Katrina and Zara of Strawberry 
beds.

2021

2021

Weight and Flower Data

Ceres Agritech Knowledge 
Exchange Partnership awarded 
to support collection of 
Strawberry weight and flower 
data.



CERES - AgTech Commercialisation Fund

Key Benefits

“Translating agri-tech innovation from lab to field”

Initial CERES Commercialisation grant provided translational funding for FruitCast to branch out 

of academic research to tangible grower benefits and a commercial product offering.

Outside of funding the CERES team have been instrumental upskilling individuals to ensure 

growers (or consumers) are the number one priority.



Summary

Yield forecasting is a proven industry challenge.

Current forecasting is inadequate, and no solution is available on the market.

FruitCast Limited is seeking to develop the service to growers and strengthen the potential customer base in readiness for taking the solution to 

market.

External pressures are mounting for the future customer regarding both physical and financial resources.

For The Grower

Improved sales, better matching of supply and demand, fewer distress promotions, reduced imports, supply chain confidence, more efficient 

labour scheduling. 

For The Environment

Improved food security, reduced food waste through better crop utilization.



Questions?
raymond@fruitcast.co.uk


